
Quick card: Reporting for Professional Services staff

Introduction

Overview
For Professional Services staff there are four reports available within Check-In Flow:

Report name Purpose
Attendance
overview

To see a student’s attendance percentage within a date range
period. The data is broken down by number of absences, total
sessions attended, and total available (including not observed).

This report can be run on an individual student, all students in a
cohort or department or module. It allows the user to define a
threshold so only students below a certain percentage are
displayed.

Personal
engagement

To see an itemised list of all teaching activities a particular
student is scheduled to and their attendance results over a
date range period.

A summary calculating attendance percentages at different
event types is also available.

Attendance register A Register view report which can be run on a chosen week to
show a list of all students attending an event and whether they
were present or absent. This report can also be generated to
see all attendance results at a departmental level.

Incomplete registers
by activity

To see a list of all modules and activity names which didn’t
have any students attending, regardless of whether a code was
generated. All reports prior to today will be either 0 or 100%
completion. On the day they will be of varying percentages
until the automatic marking as absent process completes at
9pm.

Attendance statuses
In the Personal Engagement and Attendance Register reports there is a ‘Presence’
column which could contain the following statuses:

Present The student checked in or a member of staff
marked them as present at an event.

Unexplained Absent An absence without a reason or a missed
event, either marked manually or automatically
by the system due to the student not checking
in.

Explained Absent (department
absence)

An absence has been logged in the system to
say a student has a reason to be absent,
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Explained Absent (self-certified
absence)

therefore not affecting their attendance
percentage.

Not observed/Unknown The event didn’t go ahead or had no Check-In
codes logged. This does not count towards a
student's attendance percentage.

Reports

Attendance overview
1. First choose the ‘Period’ date range you wish to search for. When using the date
picker make sure to click the start date first, then without clicking off the date picker,
move onwards to the latest date and select this next. The date range will be
highlighted in blue.

Date picker.PNG

2. Within the ‘Student tree’ you can search through the list to find a department,
cohort, or route/year.

For full department searches, tick the box under Academic for your department:

https://drive.google.com/file/d/1iEOzGhiHdcKC24qSTIGdzs1ruDgUvVzJ/view?usp=drive_link
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Department select.PNG

3. To find a cohort or route/year, drill down into the department and then into Courses:

Cohort select.PNG

4. It is also possible to search for an individual student by name, IT username, or
student number in the ‘Student tree’ but sometimes it takes a few seconds to load as
the system searches through the database. You’ll notice it displays where the student
sits in the tree. Tick the highlighted student to have the report run for an individual.

Ind search.png

5. The ‘attendance threshold’ can be used to limit the students showing on the report
to those under a certain percentage amount. Type in 100 to show all students.

https://drive.google.com/file/d/1iFlpPZevI4JXCB-9lzWjgcc6Y1gFcvo0/view?usp=drive_link
https://drive.google.com/file/d/1iG95BYv6g9zzN2Tn-MA-hYGf2y9Fx0Jj/view?usp=drive_link
https://drive.google.com/file/d/1iHFFnmSqDV7oe291FighywmCuZQTP8Bj/view?usp=drive_link
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6. Select ‘preview’ to view the report in the browser, or alternatively it can be
downloaded to Excel.

Attendance overview new.png

You may notice the figures for ‘Number of Absences’ and ‘Total sessions attended’
don’t always add up to the ‘Total possible sessions attended’ column and the
percentages don’t calculate based on the ‘Total possible sessions attended’ either.

The ‘Total possible sessions attended’ column should instead be referred to as the
total number of sessions scheduled, but not all scheduled sessions can be attended
(these appear as ‘not observed’ in other reports). As ‘not observed’ sessions do not
count towards a student’s attendance percentage, the numbers may not look
accurate, but it is working correctly. We know a few of the events where codes aren't
generated are because of non-relevant events feeding into the Check-In calendar (this
is due to be filtered out in a new release).

The ‘Number of Absences’ column is only those events where the student didn't attend
but others in the class did. You shouldn't worry about the extra number in the ‘Total
possible sessions attended’, as the percentage is always correct and worked out by
multiplying the ‘Number of absences’ to the ‘Total sessions attended’. Here’s a scenario
to explain this:

The student here had 25 events where a Check-In code was generated
(‘number of absences’ + ‘total sessions attended’) and two events which were
‘not observed’, to equal the 27 total possible sessions scheduled. ‘Not observed’
events are not counted to work out percentages. The student had five
absences out of 25, which equals 80%.

https://drive.google.com/file/d/1iQ5TuRAZNTaNqqzevuTG8Hgm1p2yCLas/view?usp=drive_link
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Attendance overview percentage faq.PNG

Personal engagement
1. Choose the date range period as explained in step 1 of the Absence overview report.

2. Type in the name, IT username, or student number of the student you wish to
search for and select the student from the tree as explained in step 4 of the Absence
overview report.

3. The optional ‘Activity Tree’ box can be left blank.

4. Select ‘preview’ to view the report in the browser, or alternatively it can be
downloaded to Excel.

Personal engagement report.png

https://drive.google.com/file/d/1iWd58HgjXm06tt9WscCkoA7X9DfS-MC9/view?usp=drive_link
https://drive.google.com/file/d/1khVaU9ZdgOUERXpe6NtWQ-GE5OmtIA_6/view?usp=drive_link
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Attendance register
1. Select the week you want to view. This report is limited to week-by-week view
searches due to the quantity of data which is displayed.

2. Use the ‘Person Tree’ as explained in steps 2�4 of the Attendance overview report.

3. Select ‘preview’ to view the report in the browser, or alternatively it can be
downloaded to Excel.

Attendance register report new.png

Optional

This report has added layers of complexity in the filters by combining the ‘Activity tree’
with the ‘Person tree’.

1. To make use of the ‘Activity tree’, first select the top level in the ‘Person Tree’ to
‘Academic’ so the search runs against all academic students.

2. To search for all students at an event in a particular module (regardless of their
department to pick up joint honours students), search for a module name, eg ‘Gender
War and Militarism’, or the module code, eg ‘POL00056H’, then drill down to the event
and check the box.

https://drive.google.com/file/d/1iR0Rhd62caz4uwM2Xpr8J6FITtUYi60Q/view?usp=drive_link
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Module select.PNG

You can also search for all students on a module at all module events by checking the
box highlighted above, instead of the individual event �Seminar Grp 2�.

Another combination you may want to search is for a particular module but only see
the students in your department on that module, not all students on the module.
This can be achieved by choosing your Department in the ‘Person Tree’ (instead of
‘Academic’) and then selecting the required module in the ‘Activity Tree’.

Person and activity tree combined.png

You may sometimes see students with a ‘Presence’ status of ‘Unexplained
�Self-certified absence)’ or ‘Unexplained (department absence)’ even though all
self-certified or department absences are explained. This happens when a report is
run very close to when a new student absence was entered into the system. The

https://drive.google.com/file/d/1AzQ_pKoQZFrtH-tQR-NEG_r2fnq7CuxP/view?usp=drive_link
https://drive.google.com/file/d/1iW5BnSmkq1vmqMQRdHwdSoNPlv1PAsrR/view?usp=drive_link
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system will check absences and mark them as explained every hour. If you’ve added
an absence and run a report on that student within the hour then it shows as
unexplained, even though the correct absence reason has been logged. This is just a
system quirk and you should assume any absence that has ‘�Self-certified absence)’ or
‘�Department absence)’ next to it is correct, regardless of whether it says explained or
unexplained; it will correct itself after one hour has passed.

This is also relevant regarding the ‘Presence’ column displaying attendance for
students. Check-In attendance data at events taken on the day is still pending, so we
recommend only generating reports from yesterday back, as all ‘not observed’
students (events still orange in the timetable) will automatically change to
absent/missed at 9pm.

Amendment
Although not shown in the screenshots in this guide, a new data point is available
within all reports called ‘Student status relevant for attendance?’.

There are currently 111 possible status codes from SITS that a student can be in. Using
a list agreed with the Progression and Awards team, 61 of these mean a student is not
going to be using Check-In, with the rest either Pending or Active for logging
attendance in Check-In.

Instead of displaying the code, a calculation is done to tell the user if the student is
relevant for attendance - displayed as ‘yes - active’, ‘pending’, or ‘no’.


